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Under the title Resono Berlin artist Ev Pommer (*1968) presents a selection
of her works from the last number of years at the GALERIE im TEMPELHOF
MUSEUM. Here the viewer is confronted with seemingly fragile objects of
various materials such as grass or palm panicles whose fine lines delineate the
surrounding space. Drawings which complement the sculptural complex as independent works further broaden and complete the whole.
Resono, Latin for “echo”, describes an expansive phenomenon that begins with
a sound, a word, a call, which then multiplies and echoes throughout the space
in various forms. The works in the exhibition can also be considered variations
on, and new creations of, a formal language. Pommer’s sculptural work orbits
the world of human beings. On the one hand, her objects reflect the sensory
dimension of the body, its presence and movement in space, and on the other
the spiritual dimension of human sensations. The artist unites both into delicate
structures whose forms, with their points of contact and empty spaces, touch
the experiences of the observer.
While the delicate sculptures seem like drawings reaching out into the space,
the paper works play with the possibilities of two-dimensional spatial development. Thus, both work-complexes oscillate between drawing and sculpture while
remaining located somewhere in between.
Ev Pommer, *1968 in Wriezen/Brandenburg, completed her studies of sculpture
with a master’s degree at the Berlin-Weißensee Academy of Art. Since then she
has received numerous awards and realised many exhibitions. The artist lives
and works in Berlin.
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